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Abstract
Modern medical environments have seen an increase in technological complexity and pressures of handling more
patients with fewer resources, resulting in higher demands on medical practitioners. Medical informatics designers will
have to focus on the problem of organizing medical information more effectively to enable practitioners to cope with
these challenges. This article addresses this research problem for the particular area of medical problem solving in
patient care. First, we describe a traditional modeling approach for medical reasoning used as a basis for developing
some decision support systems. We argue these models may be faithful to what is known about biomedical
knowledge, but they have limitations for human problem solving, especially in unanticipated situations. Second, we
present an ontological framework, known as the abstraction hierarchy (Rasmussen, IEEE Trans. Man. Cybernetics
15 (1985) 234–243), for integrating patient representations that are faithful to existing biomedical knowledge and that
are consistent with what is known about human problem solving. Through an example of a critical event in the
operating room, we reveal how this framework can support medical problem solving in unanticipated situations.
Third, we show how to use these representations as a frame of reference for mapping medical roles, responsibilities,
sensors, and controls in an operating room context. Finally, we provide some insight for medical informatics
designers in using this framework to design novel training programs and human– computer displays. © 2001 Elsevier
Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
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Like many other complex sociotechnical
environments, contemporary medical domains are undergoing vast and rapid changes.
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These changes are part of a larger societal
trend requiring organizations to ‘do more
with less’ [2]. In the case of medicine, there is
an increased demand to provide higher quality care to sicker patients in the face of
increasing economic and work pressures. As
a result, devices and technologies have increased, both in number and in complexity.
An unintended, but nevertheless very real,
side effect of these changes is an increase in
the cognitive demands experienced by medical personnel [3,4]. Medical informatics designers will have to take specific measures if
medical practitioners are going to be able to
cope effectively with this challenging increase
in demands.
Various directions have been pursued in
the medical informatics community to tackle
this problem [5–15]. Some researchers have
focused on developing expert and decision
support systems that code, filter, and interpret sensed data using algorithms based on
heuristics and traditional biomedical models
[5 – 10]. These systems are envisioned to detect and diagnose patient events; however,
they are currently constrained by the limited
capabilities of the programmed software and
sensor technology [5,7]. As a result, these
approaches may not support critical aspects
of medical problem solving, especially in uncertain and unanticipated cases. Other researchers have focused on studying the
interaction between people and medical technology (e.g. human–computer interaction),
looking at ways of making the technology
easier to use and understand in particular
medical environments [11–15]. These approaches help practitioners perform known
tasks and perceive information more effectively and efficiently. However, they may not
support medical problem solving in unforeseen situations.
One way to think about this design challenge is to view medical informatics as

providing a bridge between the domain of
medicine and practitioner psychology [15].
On the one hand, computer support systems
must be faithful to the best existing medical
knowledge. On the other hand, such systems
must also be faithful to what we know about
human cognition. Traditionally, these two
types of knowledge have tended to reside in
different researchers, creating a symmetric set
of problems. Medical researchers are familiar
with medical constraints, but do not generally know as much about human cognition,
resulting in the design of medical informatics
systems that are not as easy as they could be
for people and organizations to use. Conversely, psychological researchers are familiar
with cognitive constraints but do not generally know as much about medicine, resulting
in the design of medical informatics systems
that are not as tailored to medical environments as they could be. To help solve these
problems, it would be useful to have an integrated framework for medical informatics design that systematically bridges these two
worlds in a principled and deliberate fashion.
This article addresses this research problem
for the particular area of medical problem
solving in patient care. First, a traditional
approach to modeling biomedical knowledge
for medical reasoning, found in numerous
medical textbooks and decision support systems, is described. We argue that these models may be faithful to what is known about
biomedical knowledge, but they have limitations for medical problem solving especially
in unanticipated situations. Second, an ontological framework that can be used to bridge
the medicine–psychology gap is described.
We show that this framework, known as the
abstraction hierarchy [1], can be used to develop representations of the patient that are
faithful to existing biomedical knowledge.
Also, through an example of a critical event
in the operating room, we demonstrate that
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this framework can support medical problem
solving. Third, we show how these representations can be used as a frame of reference in
mapping operating room roles, responsibilities, sensors, and controls. Finally, by developing such representations, we suggest how
medical informatics designers can identify information requirements that could be used to
develop innovative training programs and
human– computer displays.

2. Representing biomedical models
The need for an integrated design framework can be illustrated by examining the
ways in which biomedical models have typically been represented (e.g. in medical textbooks and clinical manuals). While these
models are faithful to what is known about
how the body works, the structure is not very
compatible with how people solve problems.
This section describes a traditional approach
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to representing biomedical knowledge and
discusses an alternative approach for structuring the same information in a way that is
compatible with medical problem solving.

2.1. Moti6ation: a traditional approach
Various biomedical models have been created to support medical reasoning and training, and inform the design of medical
decision support systems (i.e. information requirements) [5]. A large majority of these
models depict a causal and relational web of
interacting physiological and process variables. One example of a traditional model is
shown in Fig. 1, created from discussions in
Sherwood [16], Mohrman and Heller [17],
and Gomez [18]. This example shows the
physiological factors and relations affecting
mean arterial blood pressure.
Consider how this network may be used
for medical problem solving in a loss of
blood pressure scenario during an operation.

Fig. 1. A traditional approach to modeling biomedical knowledge (adapted from Sherwood [16], Mohrman and Heller
[17], and Gomez [18]).
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The anesthesiologist may look at the electrocardiograph (ECG) waveform to infer heart
function (e.g. heart rate). With a slightly increasing heart rate, the physician may initiate
an indirect action to stop blood pressure
from falling by administering epinephrine.
From the diagram, epinephrine acts to constrict the arterioles, resulting in an increase in
total peripheral resistance and mean arterial
blood pressure. In this case, blood pressure
should return to a normal condition.
There are two advantages to such a representation. First, by mapping the factors that
affect biomedical processes, one may reason
about biological function in a clinical and
training setting. Second, these models focus
on key determinants or drivers of biological
function under typical conditions, thereby
providing an indication of the possible impact of an intervention.
There are, however, a number of limitations to this representation as well. First, the
flat network representation can become quite
complex. As more variables and detail are
integrated into this representation, it becomes
more difficult to determine the coupled relations and the effect of an intervention. For
example, by using this structure to model
cardiovascular, respiratory, and nervous system interactions, it becomes harder to diagnose problems. Second, within this structure,
the variables and associations can be qualitatively different. For example, arteriolar radius is a physical characteristic whereas
circulation is a biological process. To combine these two is to lump together apples and
oranges. Third, the relations between elements in the network are not the same. For
example, cardiac output is the product of
heart rate and stroke volume; however,
venous return is affected by, but not the
product of, venous valves and respiratory
activity. Fourth, the structure does not represent the entire picture in terms of biomedical

knowledge, potentially leaving out important
factors depending on the context. While the
representation focuses on key factors in a
normal case, in atypical cases, many other
important factors are not mapped. For example, in Fig. 1, the effect of blood loss due to
hemorrhaging is not factored in.
In summary, many traditional models of
biomedical knowledge can be conceptually
muddled, showing different relationships with
the same undifferentiated representation. In
addition, it becomes harder to reason using
these models as more variables are introduced. These models are faithful to biomedical knowledge but can be very complex. As a
result, these types of models make it difficult
for practitioners to solve problems. These
limitations are not generally acknowledged in
the medical literature, as the modeling approach is still a standard way of representing
biomedical knowledge.

2.2. The abstraction hierarchy: an alternati6e
approach
In order to overcome a few of the limitations of this traditional approach to modeling
biomedical knowledge, an alternative approach using the abstraction hierarchy (AH)
framework [1] to create a work domain
model (WDM) of the human body provides
an innovative direction. The AH framework
provides a useful approach for systematically
structuring domain knowledge in a way that
is compatible with how people can solve
problems. Empirical evidence that supports
these benefits of the AH framework is discussed in Rasmussen et al. [19] and Vicente
[20] for other complex work environments
(e.g. process control, aviation) and for various design purposes (e.g. display design,
training, sensor selection). The AH has been
shown to support human problem solving by
structuring the domain in a goal-relevant
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Fig. 2. Creating a work domain model of the human body (i.e. patient) in the operating room.

manner at various levels of function and
detail.
Fig. 2 illustrates the process of generating a
WDM of the patient (i.e. human body) in an
operating room. In this case, the operating
room consists of a team of medical personnel
(nurses, surgeons, and an anesthesiologist)
who interact with each other, the patient, and
medical equipment to perform a surgical procedure. A work domain is an aspect or object
in this environment that is controlled and,

due to its complexity and purpose, can require problem solving by the medical personnel. For example, a work domain could be
the patient or a complex medical device (e.g.
anesthesia workstation). Here we chose the
patient to be the work domain. The AH
framework acts as a lens for generating the
patient WDM, a functional representation of
the problem space. This representation maps
higher-level functions of the patient work
domain (i.e. purposes) with lower-level action
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opportunities. The patient WDM is divided
into different levels of abstraction (AH) and
aggregation (part–whole hierarchy–PWH).
Each cell in this patient WDM matrix defines
a complete and different causal representation of the same patient work domain,
uniquely defined by the particular levels of
abstraction and aggregation. Next, each dimension is discussed in more detail.

2.2.1. Abstraction hierarchy (AH)
The AH dimension outlines the various
goal-relevant, structural means–ends relations of the human body, with familiar references to medical practice. Each level provides
a different ‘language’, or set of concepts, for
modeling the same patient work domain. The
lower levels include the anatomical and physiological structures, which represent the available resources and component functions in
the body. The higher levels include the purposes of the human body. Changes in
configurations of the anatomical structures
propagate bottom-up to affect the higherlevel functions. The purposes propagate top–
down, providing reasons for lower-level
functions. In the following, each level of abstraction is discussed in turn [21,22].
Purposes: This level contains the physiological purposes governing the interaction between the patient and the medical
environment. Examples include homeostasis
(maintenance of internal environment), adequate perfusion, circulation, oxygenation,
ventilation, and circulatory volume.
Balances: This level contains the concepts
necessary for setting priorities and allocating
resources to the generic physiological processes. Examples include physiological balances in salt/water, oxygen supply/demand,
electrolytes, and conservation relationships
(e.g. mass, energy and momentum).
Processes: This level contains generic physiological processes that are to be coordinated

irrespective of the underlying physiology and
component configuration. Examples include
circulation, perfusion, oxygenation, ventilation, metabolism, storage, diffusion, osmosis,
binding, chemical release, and heat transfer.
Physiology: This level contains the physiological functions available to establish and
maintain the processes. Examples include the
functioning of organs and other body components. This is also the level where actions can
be performed to reconfigure physiological
state (e.g. administer a vasodilator to increase
blood flow through the arterioles).
Anatomy: This level includes specific
anatomical structures. Examples include the
location, appearance, form, and material
structure of the human heart.
In Fig. 3, the structural means– ends links
between the different levels of abstraction are
shown for parts of the patient cardiovascular
system. The lower levels include the cardiac
and circulatory functions necessary to support the higher-level purposes of adequate
circulation and blood volume; the higher levels provide reasons for lower level functions.
Problem solving can occur by shifting the
mental focus across these levels of abstraction. Information will be required from the
AH level currently in the practitioner’s mental focus, including the functional structure,
state, and what needs to be controlled (i.e.
the WHAT). For example, in Fig. 3, the
current task may be to control systemic circulation. Information is also required from the
AH level above, which indicates the reason of
the control decision (i.e. the WHY). For example, in Fig. 3, the reasons for controlling
systemic circulation are to support the functions of mass transfer and balance to the
organs. Finally, information is required from
the AH level below, which indicates the physiological resources available for implementing
the decision (i.e. the HOW). For example, in
Fig. 3, heart rate, rhythm, and arteriolar
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radius can be resources to control systemic
circulation. As the practitioner’s mental focus
shifts across levels of abstraction during the
problem solving episode, so does the WHY,
WHAT, and HOW formulation, like a ‘sliding window’ that moves up and down [1].

2.2.2. Part –whole hierarchy (PWH)
The PWH dimension outlines the structural organization of the human body, aggregating body components into less detailed
objects. This is one method of coping with
and managing complexity in a real environment, by changing the span of attention from
more detailed to less detailed representations
[1]. Components are grouped or ‘chunked’
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together to form a pyramid structure, with
the top representing the whole patient work
domain and the bottom representing the
component parts.
In aggregating the organization of the
body into a part–whole structure, a common
method found in the medical informatics literature [23] and medical practice is utilized.
The body has been generally organized according to the taxonomy noted below [16,24].
Body: A collection of various organ systems structurally and functionally linked as
an entity separate from the physical
environment.
System: A collection of organs that perform related functions that interact to accom-

Fig. 3. Partial abstraction hierarchy of the patient cardiovascular system.
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plish a common activity that is essential for
the survival of the human body.
Organ: Two or more types of primary tissue organized to perform particular
functions.
Tissue: A collection of cells of similar
structure and function with varying amounts
of extracellular material. There are generally
four types of primary tissue: muscle, nervous,
epithelial, and connective.
Cell: This is the smallest unit capable of
carrying out processes associated with life.
Cells are at the bottom of the PWH. These
are aggregated up the part–whole structure
to form tissues, organs, systems, and finally
the whole body.

2.2.3. WDM of the human body — a
functional representation of the problem
space
The AH and PWH may be combined into
a matrix that defines the WDM (i.e. structure
and content). Movement across the map can
depict a problem solving path taken by the
problem solver through the work domain, on
the basis of detail (level of aggregation) and
goal-relevant function (level of abstraction)
[19]. This path also represents shifts in focus
and attention span, as the problem solving
evolves dynamically.
Applying these principles to the human
body, a WDM combines the AH and PWH
dimensions (Fig. 4(a)). To illustrate more detail, a vital system that is monitored and
controlled during surgery is presented in Fig.
4(b), the patient cardiovascular system, with
its purposes of providing adequate transport
and distribution of blood throughout the
body (i.e. circulation) and the maintenance of
blood volume. Only the system and organ
levels of aggregation, with their associated
sub-levels, are presented because these levels
were determined to be most relevant for the
purposes specified. In general, the structure

of the human body, as represented by the
WDM, is similar from person to person,
regardless of the context where work is done
(e.g. operating rooms, intensive care units,
and outpatient clinics). The difference occurs
when specific contexts map onto the WDM
and demand different information and control requirements of the structure. Examples
from the operating room are discussed later
in this article.
As mentioned earlier, each cell in Fig. 4 is
a different model of the same patient work
domain. Accordingly, within each cell, we
find a model consisting of different objects or
functions connected by causal relations. Fig.
5 illustrates the causal arrangements for selected parts of the human body that are
reasonable to illustrate, given the complexity
of the cardiovascular system (i.e. levels of
abstraction, balances and processes; levels of
aggregation, system, sub-system, organ).

2.2.4. Patient WDM as a frame of reference
for medical problem sol6ing
The patient WDM can be used as a frame
of reference to model and map problem solving behavior in a clinical setting. Fig. 6 illustrates a problem solving trajectory for the
onset of a critical event in the operating
room. An anesthesiologist’s behavior was observed in a high-fidelity simulator, and his
actions and verbalizations were first transcribed (Table 1) and then mapped onto the
patient WDM [25]. Each numbered node in
the diagram refers to a particular patient
monitoring or control activity, described in
Table 1. For the purposes of this example,
only the trajectories related to cardiovascular
monitoring and control were considered. In
this particular scenario, the patient was undergoing a total knee transplant under spinal
anesthesia. The tourniquet was released, resulting in a series of events: hypotension,
blood loss, myocardial ischemia, ventricular
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Fig. 4. A work domain model of: (a) the human body; and (b) the cardiovascular system [21]. Reprinted with
permission from Proceedings of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society 42nd Annual Meeting*, 1998. Copyright
1998 by the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 5. A causal representation of the work domain of the human body at a particular level of abstraction and
aggregation [25]. Reprinted with permission of the author.

tachycardia, fibrillation, and finally cardiac
arrest. During the critical event, the anesthesiologist sampled the monitors for patient
variables, interacted with the surgeon during
blood loss, and performed interventions as
the situation progressed.
Using the patient WDM, three observations were noticed about the anesthesiologist’s trajectory during the simulator session.
First, the problem solving route taken during
the simulation was cyclical, generally moving
between the higher levels and lower levels of
abstraction and aggregation. In the scenario,
the cycles corresponded to the anesthesiologist verifying information and monitoring the

progress of the interventions initiated. Second, the problem solving trajectory expanded
to include more levels of abstraction and
aggregation as the critical event was occurring, and contracted as the patient condition
became more evident. Third, many trajectory
nodes were at the lower levels of abstraction.
This behavior was primarily the result of
limited access to the patient work domain
with the majority of available monitored
variables at the physiology and processes levels of abstraction, and organ level of aggregation. It is important to note that this
trajectory is specific to the medical scenario
utilized. In order to determine any general
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conclusions regarding the behavior of anesthesiologists in the operating room, additional studies are required.
However, this example demonstrates the
potential usefulness of the patient WDM for
supporting medical problem solving. First,
the framework supports reasoning when dealing with unanticipated events by providing
the necessary structural constraints for
proper biological function. Because specific
scenarios, events, actions, or procedures are
not modeled, this approach is inherently tailored to systems that can change (expectedly
or unexpectedly) and are adaptive, as demonstrated in Fig. 6. Second, the framework provides a psychologically relevant basis for
problem solving by providing a goal-relevant
model of the patient work domain [1]. The
AH is a complete functional map of the
human body at different levels of abstraction
and aggregation. One may think about the
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human body in terms of its purpose and low
level of detail, or in terms of the physical
characteristics of physiological components
at a high level of detail. As shown in Fig. 6,
problem solving can be seen as reasoning
through this map (between the top-left and
bottom-right cells) as one monitors or controls the patient’s state. Thus, the AH framework provides a useful approach for
systematically structuring biomedical knowledge in a way that is compatible with practitioners’ problem solving processes.

2.3. Comparing the traditional approach with
the abstraction hierarchy approach
The WDM of the human body developed
using the AH framework (Figs. 2–5) may be
compared with causal and relational diagrams of the human body using a traditional
modeling approach (Fig. 1). First, the causal

Fig. 6. Mapping problem solving behavior onto the patient work domain model during a surgical procedure.
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Table 1
Transcription of reasoning trajectory in Fig. 6 (adapted from [25])a
No.

Patient Variables [HR, BP, SaO2 ] & Status,
Environment Description

1.

A S: ‘So are you about to release the tourniquet?’
[86, 139 /89, 97] Normal
A asks S about procedure status. S starts to release SA: ‘Yes.’
tourniquet.

2.

[86, 139 /89, 97] Normal
A records patient variables on chart.

3.

[87, 124 /75, 97] BP dropping
A queries S about bleeding. S looks at surgical
field.

A  S: ‘How’s it looking down there? Any
bleeding?’

4.

[87, 124 /75, 97] BP dropping
S replies that there is not much bleeding.

S A: ‘No real bleeding, just a little bit, not much.
It’s under control.’

5.

[92, 119 /74, 97] Minor Hypotension
A scans patient monitors.

6.

[95, 116 /73, 97] Minor Hypotension
A asks S about blood loss.

Verbal comments

A S: ‘How much blood do you think you’ve
lost?’
S A: ‘About 100 so far.’

7.

[100, 113 /72, 97] Minor Hypotension
A scans patient monitors.

A: ‘Starting to get a little tachycardic here.’

8.

[105, 108 /71, 97] Hypotension
A increases IV flow.

A: ‘I’m going to increase the IV for the moment,
it’s wide open.’

9.

[105, 108 /71, 97] Hypotension
A checks with P.

A P: ‘How are you doing P?’
P A: ‘I feel nauseated.’

10.

[130, 78 /69, 97] Major Hypotension
A asks S about blood loss again. A twists P’s
head, as P becomes sick.

A  S: ‘Are you sure you’re … what’s your bleeding
like down there?’
S A: ‘It’s almost all done, no problem at all.’
PA: ‘Oh, I think I’m going to throw up.’
A P: ‘OK.’

11.

[162, 77 /67, 97] Major Hypotension
A asks S about blood loss again.

A  S: ‘We’re into some major hypotension here.
Are you sure you’re not bleeding?’

12.

[162, 77 /67, 97] Major Hypotension
S verifies there is minimal blood loss.

S  A: ‘Trust me, I’m looking at the wound, I
don’t see a lot of blood.’

13.

[162, 80 /60, 97] Major Hypotension
A is squeezing fluid through IV.

A S: ‘I’m squeezing fluid here.’
S A: ‘What’s going on?’

14.

[162, 80 /60, 97] Major Hypotension
A informs S of the patient’s status.

A  S: ‘He’s quite hypotensive. HR is way up. I
haven’t done anything at the moment.’
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Table 1 (Continued)
No.

Patient Variables [HR, BP, SaO2 ] & Status,
Environment Description

Verbal comments

15.

[162, 81 /60, 97] Major Hypotension
SA: ‘We took the tourniquet down.’
A puts in drug connection to IV.A squeezes fluid in A S: ‘OK, can you put it back up?’
IV and instructs N to turn up tourniquet.
A: ‘I’m going to give him 5mg of ephedrine.’
S A: ‘I have no control over tourniquet.’
A N: ‘N could you turn up the tourniquet?’
A: ‘I’m squeezing in…’

16.

[158, 86 /65, 97] Major Hypotension
P A: ‘I’m sick to my stomach.’
A takes stethoscope to P’s chest, while asking N to A  P: ‘OK.’
check for blood supplies.
A N: ‘N, do have any blood in the fridge? We
probably will need some.’
N A: ‘I’ll check.’

17.

[150, 101 /77, 97] Major Hypotension
S inquires on status.

S A: ‘What seems to be the problem there?’
A S: ‘He’s looking to me to be a bit hypotensive.
He’s getting a little better. Certainly his coronary
artery disease does not like what we’ve done.’

18.

[136, 107 /80, 97] Hypotension
A squeezes IV fluid and asks N for blood.

A N: ‘Can you order 4 units of packed cells? I’m
squeezing fluid.’

19.

[130, 104 /83, 97] Ventricular Tachycardia
A: ‘OK now we have ventricular tachycardia. I’m
A scans patient monitor, recognizes heart state shift going to need some help at this point.’
to ventricular tachycardia, and recognizes he needs
help.

20.

A N: ‘Can you get me some help. Dr. Ah is next
[176, 98 /80, 97] Ventricular Tachycardia
A adjusts anesthesia machine and instructs N to get door.’
Ah. A places oxygen mask on P to oxygenate
A P: ‘Here’s some oxygen to breath.’
organs.
A N: ‘Can you get Dr. Ah quickly?

21.

[176, 10 /10, -] Fibrillation, Cardiac Arrest
A notices P is in cardiac arrest and asks S to
perform CPR.

22.

[43, 88 /68, 97] Cardiac Arrest
S starts compressions.

23.

[43, 88 /68, 97] Cardiac Arrest
S inquires on problems.

24.

[43, 88 /68, 97] Cardiac Arrest
A informs surgeon of anesthesia status.

S A: ‘What happened? Everything looked fine.
Blood loss was 150 tops. Did you give the
antibiotics?’
A S: ‘No, I didn’t even give the antibiotics. Chest
was clear when I listened to it.’

25.

[98, 99 /63, 97] Cardiac Arrest
Ah comes in. A keeps oxygen mask on P and
explains situation to Ah.

A Ah: ‘Cardiac arrest here. I think it was
precipitated by blood loss, but he’s got underlying
coronary artery disease.’

A: ‘Oh, this is interesting. OK, we have cardiac
arrest.’
A S: ‘Can you start CPR?’
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Table 1 (Continued)
No.

Patient Variables [HR, BP, SaO2 ] & Status,
Environment Description

Verbal comments

26.

[92, 93 /69, 97] Cardiac Arrest
A instructs Ah to administer drug and N to get
crash cart.

A Ah: ‘I was wondering if you can give him some
lidocane.’
A N: ‘N, can you get the crash cart?’

27.

[92, 104 /69, 97] Cardiac Arrest
Ah verified dose with A and puts in lidocane
through IV.

Ah  A: ‘What do you want — 100 mg?’
A  Ah: ‘100 mg.’

28.

[0, 120 /75, 97] Cardiac Arrest
A Ah: ‘I will need some more IV fluid.’
A notices IV running out and Ah puts another bag
on.

29.

[0, 122 /71, 97] Cardiac Arrest
Ah notes the lidocane is in P. A asks to stop CPR
and check P’s rhythm.

Ah A: ‘Lidocane is in.’
A S: ‘OK, could you stop CPR and see what the
rhythm looks like.’

30.

[102, 17 /14, -] Cardiac Arrest
A checks monitor to see if there is sinus rhythm,
and none found. A asks someone to defibrillate P.

A: ‘OK, could we defibrillate him?’
A N: ‘N are you certified to defibrillate?’

31.

[98, 192 /21, 97] Sinus Rhythm
Ah defibrillates P – sinus rhythm.

A: ‘We have sinus rhythm back and we have a
pulse.’

32.

A Ah: ‘OK Ah, can you set up a lidocane drip.’
[158, 234 /158, 97] Sinus Rhythm
A instructs Ah to start lidocane drip. A notices P is A: ‘Oh he’s starting to breath spontaneously now.’
starting to breath.

a
No., identification number used in Fig. 2; HR, heart rate; BP, arterial blood pressure; SaO2, blood oxygen
saturation; CPR, cardiopulmonary resuscitation; IV, intravenous; A, Anesthesiologist; S, Surgeon; N, Nurse; Ah,
Assistant Anesthesiologist.

and relational network diagrams generally
mix different levels of abstraction and aggregation into one representation. For example,
in Fig. 1 lower levels of abstraction and
aggregation (e.g. arteriolar radius and venous
valves) are intertwined with higher levels of
representation (e.g. salt/water balance). In
contrast, the WDM explicitly structures the
human body with different stratified representations using three types of links: means–
ends, part– whole, and causal. Causal
relations using the AH framework are specific
to a particular level of abstraction and aggre-

gation. Second, the WDM is organized based
on goal-relevant function. In contrast, the
causal and relational diagrams are generally
not segregated by function, and incorporate
control activity affecting behavior. Third, the
causal and relational diagrams mix behavior
with structure (e.g. sympathetic activity affecting heart rate). The WDM does not include behavior, but provides possibilities and
constraints for action.
These differences have implications for
medical problem solving. First, by modeling
the patient in a goal-relevant manner, one
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may reason about the patient’s condition and
perceive intervention opportunities more easily, especially in unanticipated situations. Second, by explicitly structuring the patient
using structural means–ends, part–whole,
and causal links, one may navigate in this
problem space more easily by choosing the
appropriate level of focus and span of attention as required [19].

3. Using the WDM for integrated medical
informatics design
In this section, we discuss how the patient
WDM could be used for systems design in
real medical settings. These discussions are
based on field and high-fidelity simulator
studies conducted in the operating room [25].
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3.1. Practitioner roles and responsibilities
The WDM can be used as a shared frame
of reference illustrating the relative areas of
responsibility, and thus information needs,
for various medical personnel. Practitioners
work individually or in teams to treat patients in different medical settings. For example, during an operation, the patient is
monitored and controlled by medical teams,
who have varying goals, objectives, and obligations. The personnel have responsibilities
that focus their attention to various parts of
the patient work domain. To illustrate this
concept, Fig. 7 depicts two main areas of
responsibility in the operating room: the surgical aspect and the supporting anesthesia.
The surgical team concentrates primarily
on the lower levels of abstraction and at the

Fig. 7. Allocating team responsibilities onto the patient work domain model [25]. Reprinted with permission of the
author.
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Fig. 8. Mapping operating room sensors onto the patient work domain model.

organ and tissue aggregation levels during the
operation (e.g. modifying the patient’s current anatomical structure to meet particular
surgical goals). The anesthesiologist and
anesthesia assistants generally concentrate at
the higher levels of abstraction and a broader
range of aggregation levels, ensuring patient
safety during the operation. The allocation
regions on the patient work domain can overlap, requiring the sharing of information regarding planned events, complications, and
outcomes, important in formulating goals
and coordinating tasks.
These allocation regions will vary for different medical settings. For example, in planning the surgery, both the anesthesiologist
and surgeon determine how fit the patient is.
This can involve problem solving at all levels
in the patient WDM by both practitioners.
However, once roles and allocation regions
have been determined, information and control requirements (as defined by the patient

work domain variables) for each team member emerge. These differing requirements
have implications for the design of medical
informatics systems that are integrated, yet
tailored to different roles and responsibilities.

3.2. Sensors and controls
The patient WDM can also be used as a
frame of reference for defining sensors and
controls in a medical setting.

3.2.1. Monitoring patient state with sensors
In monitoring, information regarding the
patient’s status is incomplete and uncertain
with respect to different levels in the patient
WDM. Only a few variables can be sensed
(e.g. ECG waveform, heart rate, blood pressure, blood oxygen saturation, patient’s
pulse, and skin colour). In addition, practitioners generally cannot see the underlying
structures of the patient. Indirect measures,
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including analytical derivations, are used as
surrogate information sources [22,25]. Nevertheless, the patient WDM can still serve as a
unifying frame of reference for organizing
monitored information from this dynamic
work domain.
Fig. 8 shows four types of mapping between the patient WDM and operating room
sensors: one-to-one, convergent, divergent,
and no mapping. With a one-to-one mapping, one sensor maps onto one patient variable. For example, checking a patient’s pulse
provides information about heart rate. With
convergent mapping (or redundancy), many
sensors map onto one patient variable. Practitioners use this method to reduce the high
level of uncertainty in measurements from the
environment (e.g. artifact, noise, and calibration errors). For example, heart rate can be
determined directly from the ECG signal as
well as indirectly from other monitor signals
(e.g. arterial blood pressure waveforms).
With divergent mapping, some sensors
provide evidence for many patient variables.
For example, the ECG waveform provides
evidence for heart rate, heart rhythm, and
adequate myocardial oxygenation, among
others. Finally, with no mapping, some sensors do not map onto any patient variables.
The pressure in an unused oxygen tank at the
anesthesia workstation is an example.

3.2.2. Action opportunities to manage patient
state with inter6entions
In controlling the patient’s clinical status,
medical practitioners can use various interventions (e.g. drug, manual, or equipment) to
change the configuration, augment the function, or replace the function of body components as outlined in the WDM. As with
monitoring equipment, many of the controls
are not direct and may affect many parts of
the patient (e.g. the antihypertensive labetolol
affects heart rate and vascular resistance).
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First, the configuration of physiological components in the body may be controlled. For
example, the anesthesiologist may use a vasoconstrictor to increase mean arterial blood
pressure (processes level). The drug decreases
the arteriolar radii (i.e. a change at the physiology level) to achieve the desired response.
Second, a physiological component function
may be enhanced. For example, the inflow of
fluids from capillaries may not be adequate
to maintain the immediate requirement of
circulating volume. In some cases, the anesthesiologist may squeeze saline through the
intravenous line(s) to augment this function.
Finally, the function of physiological components may be substituted by using medical
equipment. For example, in cardiac surgery,
part of the purpose of the cardiopulmonary
bypass machine is to function as a blood
pump (i.e. heart at the physiology level) while
the patient’s heart is operated on.

3.3. Training programs
Another application of the patient WDM
in medical informatics is to support medical
training. The usefulness of the AH framework for training have been previously studied for process control [26].
The patient WDM may be a useful training
tool for assessing the patient before, during,
and after the operation. Most surgical patients have some form of depressed function
in parts of their body systems, as a result of
previously developing diseases or the selection of anesthesia for the operation. The patient WDM can be used to assess these
situations by mapping the patient’s case and
history onto the WDM. For example, in the
case of coronary artery disease, the condition
propagates bottom up through the patient
WDM, constraining the functions at higher
levels of abstraction. At the anatomy level, a
patient with coronary artery disease has
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plaque build up on specific cardiovascular
regions to the heart. This condition has the
effect of impeding arterial function (physiology level), blood flow (processes level), mass
flow to the heart (balances level), and adequacy of circulation (purposes level). Using
the WDM model, practitioners may be able
to better manage these situations and choose
particular interventions as required. For example, Muravchick [27] discusses possible
strategies for compensating for this constrained function. Anesthesiologists may decide to use drugs that minimize the cardiac
demand for oxygen during surgery, or use a
therapeutic agent (e.g. vasodilator) to increase blood flow to the heart. These interventions are selected to maintain the balance
between oxygen supply and demand (balances level). This application of the patient
WDM may be useful as a frame of reference
for both training for problem solving in real
medical situations and in case-based learning
with hypothetical medical situations.

3.4. Integrated human–computer displays
The WDM can also be used as a basis for
display design [28]. The AH framework can
be used as a modeling tool to represent the
work domain in terms of information content
and structure. Fig. 9 shows conceptually how
the AH can be implemented for medical work
environments, with extensions to medical
teams. The patient WDM can be used to
determine, integrate, and organize the information requirements for human– computer
displays, in a way that is compatible with
how medical practitioners can do problem
solving in the context of a medical environment (i.e. medical team in an operating
room). For example, the information requirements for surgeons are different compared
with anesthesiologists, although both need
the same information from overlapping regions of the patient WDM. Once these requirements are determined for each person or
team, an appropriate form may be designed

Fig. 9. Directions for integrated medical informatics design for human –computer displays.
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that is compatible with the capabilities of the
medical personnel (e.g. using perceptual features instead of numbers, requiring less analytical reasoning). For example, as shown in
Fig. 9, surgeons may primarily need a view of
the surgical field and an anatomical map.
Anesthesiologists, on the other hand, may
need integrated higher-level representations
of how well the patient is coping throughout
the surgical procedure. This is indicated in
Fig. 9 as a series of generic integrated
displays.
There are several examples in the literature
where the AH was used for display design in
various work domains (e.g. aviation,
medicine, process control) [20]. In medical
informatics, Sharp and Helmicki [22] designed a human–computer display for a
neonatal intensive care unit. They developed
a WDM for tissue oxygenation, and created a
display based on this model. An experiment
was conducted in a simulated clinical environment. Despite the constraints of limited
sensor technology and information availability, the new display compared favorably to
the existing display.

4. Conclusions
This research demonstrates that the AH
framework can be used as an ontological
framework to bridge the medicine–psychology gap by structuring biomedical knowledge
in a way that is compatible with practitioner
problem solving. We also showed that the
patient WDM can be applied to real medical
settings and provide insight into integrated
medical informatics design. By developing
representations using the AH framework,
medical informatics designers can identify information requirements that can then be used
to design novel training programs and human – computer displays.
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There are two key advantages of this approach compared with a traditional modeling
approach. First, the AH framework provides
the necessary medical informatics for dealing
with unanticipated events by providing the
structural constraints for proper biological
function. In contrast, causal and relational
diagrams from a traditional approach, incorporated in some medical decision support
systems, emphasize the anticipated and may
leave out factors necessary for problem solving in unanticipated situations. Second, the
AH approach explicitly structures the patient
WDM using specific types of links (i.e.
means–ends, part–whole, and causal) that
make it easier to navigate in the problem
space of patient care. Causal and relational
diagrams from a traditional approach can be
conceptually muddled, showing different
types of links within the same flat representation, making it relatively harder to solve
problems.
Despite these contributions, this research
has several limitations that motivate several
research topics. First, the models developed
in this article were limited in scope and did
not include the integration of all vital body
functions. Further research is required to
broaden the scope and increase the detail of
analysis. Second, no specific human– computer display designs were introduced for the
operating room using the results of this research. However, some researchers have designed
displays
for
other
medical
environments (e.g. neonatal ICU) using this
approach [22]. Empirical evidence has shown
there are benefits over existing display design
approaches. The next step is to continue with
display design for medical team environments, incorporating the results of this research. Third, the AH framework does not
explicitly model aspects of medical decision
making beyond problem solving (e.g. rulebased knowledge in clinical reasoning and
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strategy formation). Other modeling techniques need to be incorporated, taking into
account these considerations [19,20].
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